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The idea behind creating this newsletter stemmed
from wanting to spread awareness among
MapleGreen's stakeholders about environmental
initiatives that are easily achievable and necessary to
integrate into daily habits in order to mitigate
climate change. As a result, this informational
newsletter offers tips & tricks regarding the most
convenient and effective money-saving methods to
reduce energy consumption both at the office and at
the new home office.

As COVID-19 has required every business and
individual around the world to adapt to "new
normals", such as spending more time at home,
residential energy consumption and bills have
increased. Included within this newsletter are some
ideas that will help reduce both of these.
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Use Window
Shades

Your Home's Energy Envelope

Energy Assessment
Find energy saving opportunities by
having an energy auditor assess your
home which will help you understand
what, when, where, why, and how energy
is being used and will identify methods of
improvement. 

There are many apps available for free
download that will help measure
appliance energy consumption and
efficiency. These apps will also allow you
to better understand your household
energy patterns, highlighting areas of
improvement.

gy p

During warmer
months,

strategically using
window shades,

blinds, and curtains
helps block sunlight
from entering your

house and
increasing

temperature. Using
shades can also

prevent your A/C
unit from turning

on to counteract the
change in

temperature which
increases energy

use and your
energy bill.

Energy Tracker Apps
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Air seepage from your home involves heated or cooled air leaving your home

and outdoor air entering your home. This may be invisible to the eye but still

adds up on your heating bill. The following tricks will help minimize this

seepage without the costs of completely retrofitting your home and will

create immediate airflow improvements and bill reductions:

1) Use caulking to seal smaller cracks

2) Place foam weatherstripping between larger cracks

3) Check for air leaks especially from attic, garage, and basement entrances

and windows. Installing door gaskets would greatly reduce cooler air from

entering from these areas.

4) Inspect for possible leaks among electrical, plumbing, and ducting systems

that go through ceilings, walls, and floors

5) Place foam gaskets behind wall outlets

6) Insulate old windows by sticking a thin plastic film over the interior

window side

Weather Stripping Foam Gaskets

Energy Envelope  Continued

Window Caulking

Making an Air Tight Home

Window Film

Energy Envelope Continued
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Resetting Your Thermostat
Easily reduce your energy bill by lowering your

thermostat during the cooler months and limiting your

A/C usage during warmer months, especially when no one

is home. Installing automatically-adjusting thermostats

according to specific times will ensure this as well.

Cooling Down Your Home
During warmer months simple acts to reduce energy and

keep cool include the use of ceiling fans and opening

windows to let fresh air inside in the evenings when the air

is cooler.

Energy Envelope Continued
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Introduce certified energy efficient appliances such
as dishwashers, fridges, washing machines, dryers,
and freezers once previous appliances are no longer
working which will help to reduce your energy bill
and energy consumption.

These machines may be costly at first to purchase
but they will are built to last longer and cost less to
operate compared to non-energy efficient
appliances.

Efficient appliances also more commonly have
power-saving features built in which prevents even
more unnecessary energy from being consumed.

O f f  P e a k  R a t e s

Try using larger appliances which
require more energy to power

during off-peak electricity rates. For
example, electricity is usually

cheaper in the early morning hours
and in the evening. This is because
electricity demand is traditionally

lower during these off-peak hours of
the day. (Pricing will vary depending

on your provider)

Appliances

Water Heater
Maintenance

E n e r g y  E f f i c i e n t

A p p l i a n c e s

Changing the
temperature of your
water heater to a
lower degree will help
save on water heating
expenses and energy
required to support
this.
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Using A Power Bar

E l e c t r o n i c s  M a i n t e n a n c e

T h e  e a s i e s t  w a y s
t o  r e d u c i n g
e l e c t r o n i c -

r e l a t e d  e n e r g y
c o n s u m p t i o n

w h i l e
p r o l o n g i n g  t h e

l i f e  o f  y o u r
e l e c t r o n i c s

By plugging your electronics into a multi-plug power bar and unplugging
and shutting off the entire power bar at night or when not using the devices,
this will reduce the amount of electricity and associated costs that would
traditionally be generated during these hours. Using a power bar also makes
charging devices easier with less plugging and unplugging of chargers and
everything is in one location.There are many different types of power bars
to choose from, all with differing energy-saving benefits, and include:

1) Remote control. These are ideal if power bars located in difficult-to-
reach areas or if you are experiencing mobility challenges.
2) Timer. These convenient power bars will automatically turn on/off when
you want them to. These are ideal for charging stations, holiday lights,
when out of the house, etc.
3) Hot Spot. Power bars with hot spots allow specific items to be plugged in
which will continue to receive power when all other plugs on the power bar
will not.
4) Auto Shut Off. These are especially useful for TV, audio and gaming
systems, and at-home offices. These will detect when systems are being shut
down or when a main device is not being used and will eliminate power the
the entire system automatically until being turned on again.
5) Motion Sensor. These power bars are good for at-home office settings
and can be used for floor and desk lamps. If you leave the room, the power
bars will automatically turn off and will turn back on upon entering the
room again.
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Unplugging

Electronics Maintenance Continued

Electronics still consume electricity

when they are plugged in even when

they are not being used. This concept

is called Phantom Power. To prevent

paying for energy that you are not

using, incorporate the following

habits:

1) Unplug chargers when electronics

are fully charged (laptops, cell

phones, electric toothbrushes, electric

razors, hair dryers, power tools, etc)

2) Do you really need to use the

nearly empty, old fridge/freezer in

the basement or garage? Try re-

organizing your kitchen

fridge/freezer to fit everything and

unplug the old appliance.

Powering Down
Extend the lifespan of your

electronics while saving on

electricity by powering down

devices in the evenings or when

not in use, rather than leaving in

them idle mode.
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5) If you use a PVR to record TV
shows, this system typically will be
required to remain on. Use a Hot
Spot power bar to ensure the PRV
system is still being powered while
cutting power to other TV-related
systems.

6) If not turned off, printers and
scanners will remain idling. Plug
them into an auto-shut off power
bar.

7) Plug your modem and router
into a timer power bar to avoid
running them during the night
when not in full use or when you
are out of the house.

8) Switch your desktop for a laptop.
Laptops are much more energy
efficient compared to desktop
computers.

9) Streaming through laptops
require much less energy compared
to using TVs.

Without fully turning electronics
off, there are other ways to reduce
your electronics' energy
consumption:

1) Implement power bars with on/off
switches, or one of the many
different types of power bars, in
common charging locations.

3) Dimming computer and TV
screens while in use will save
approximately 30% of the device's
energy use.

4) The best thing to do regarding
your computer monitor would be to
turn it off. You can also put it into
sleep mode which can lessen the
monitor's energy usage by two
thirds. Just avoid using screen savers
as these use a lot more energy than
expected.

Electronics Maintenance Continued

Limiting Electronics
Power Use
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Washing laundry in cooler water
is recommended as a way to
reduce energy consumption and
costs. 

This method of washing is also
known to prevent damage and
shrinking to clothes. An
estimated 90% of energy
consumed during a hot water
washing cycle is used for heating
up the water itself.

By using a cooler water
temperature, the amount of
energy consumption will
drastically decrease.

R e t h i n k i n g  L a u n d r y

The way you schedule
your laundry can
impact your energy
(and water) bills.

1) Avoid running the
washer and dryer on
half or small laundry
loads. Also, if you have
multiple laundry loads
to go through, do them
back-to-back.

3) Ensure the dryer
vents and filter are
cleaned regularly. This
will enable the dryer to
be used to its full
abilities and efficiency.

4) Consider these tips
when completing your
ironing routine as well.

Less energy will be
required to heat up the
dryer for the second
load.

2) Avoid overloading
the washer or dryer.
Doing so prevents
clothing from becoming
fully clean or dry if the
compartment is jam
packed

Your Laundry Routine

Adjust Washing
Machine
Temperatures
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Not only is buying a clothing
rack and line less costly than a
dryer, there is also no cost to
dry clothing if hung up. 

Placing an indoor drying rack
near an open and sunny window
will dry clothes more quickly if
you do not have the space to
hang clothing outside.

Line Drying
Laundry

Among financial benefits, line drying is
a great way to decrease fossil fuel
energy consumption and reduce
exposure to hasher chemicals and
fragrances within detergents, fabric
softeners, and dryer sheets for people
with sensitive skin.

Line drying is also gentle on clothing
by not exposing them to extreme heat,
straining fabric, or snagging buttons
and zippers.

The ultra-violet rays from the sun
additionally help to disinfect laundry,
especially for sheets and towels lighter
in colour. Darker items should be hung
dry in the shade to avert fading.

Rethinking Laundry Continued
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Efficient Light Bulbs

Upgrading to LED light bulbs has many

benefits. They are known to last

between 15,000-50,000 hours, are

recyclable,  and consume 75% less

energy compared to incandescent

bulbs which last less than 5,000 hours,

are sent to landfills, and have very low

energy efficiency levels.

Monitoring Light Use
There are 5 ways to easily reduce light use

without purchasing more energy efficient

bulbs:

1) Use natural lighting when possible

2) Remember to turn off the lights when

leaving rooms

3) Try task lighting (example: using desk or

floor lamps instead of turning all ceiling

lights on)

4) Use track lighting systems (lights that

have adjustable positioning options)

5) Install outdoor motion sensor or timer

lights (but remember to set them to operate

only in the evenings)

L i g h t i n g
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I N  T H E  K I T C H E N

Kitchens are responsible for
consuming a lot of energy. The tips
listed below will help reduce this:

1) Using a burner that is the correct
size for your pan or pot prevents
energy loss if heat were to escape
around the sides.

2) Ensuring that food has been
defrosted before putting into the
oven or microwave will reduce the
energy needed to cook frozen food.

3) Use the appropriate amount of
water when cooking or in the kettle.
Using more water requires using
more energy to boil the water.

M O R E  I D E A S :

4) Turning off the oven just a
few minutes early will still allow
food to cook and stay warm as
you prepare to eat.

5) Try meal prepping. Preparing
the week's meals all at once will
save you time during the week
and an abundance of energy.

6) Cutting veggies into small
pieces will reduce cooking time
and energy usage.

7) Let dishes air dry once
washed in the dishwasher.
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The United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
also known as the Global Goals, are a universal blueprint designed to
stimulate peace, success, and well-being for all people and the planet

through achieving defined goals and targets. Building on the
previous Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the SDGs were
adopted by all UN Member States in 2015 to further global action

that supported sustainable development. The SDGs promote global
awareness, discussion, and action between people, societies, and

businesses to work towards reducing issues to create and sustain a
better world.

By implementing some or all of the above mentioned Energy
Reduction Strategies, you will be supporting the much needed
achievement of the SDGs during this Decade of Action. More

specifically, the goals highlighted below are directly supported.

For a more detailed exploration of the SDGs, please visit
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/why-the-sdgs-matter/

Linking Energy
Reduction Action &

the Sustainable
Development Goals
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What to Expect:

Conducting a Home or
Office Waste Audit

In The Next Issue

Why is Waste
Management Significant?
Diverting residential and business-generated waste from

landfills is easily achievable and holds many positive

consequences for the environment and people. By

implementing proper waste sorting practices, such as

reduction, recycling, composting, and repurposing items,

negative environmental impacts will be reduced

including soil and water contamination, habitat

destruction, and the release of harmful greenhouse gases.

By simultaneously assessing the ways in which people

and businesses can produce less waste while diverting

waste from landfills, we can all become environmental

stewards and experience sustainable waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
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Introducing  a New
Waste Audit

Eliminating Disposable
Items

Increasing Waste
Sorting Participation

Hosting a Zero Waste
Event

Reducing Kitchen
Waste

Caring For Your
Neighbourhood

And Many More...



https://alectrautilities.com/time-use-pricing

https://todayshomeowner.com/eight-great-ways-to-save-on-heating-costs/

https://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/residential/savings-and-
rebates/everyday-electricity-saving-tips.html?WT.mc_id=rd_21tips

https://www.bobvila.com/articles/how-to-insulate-
windows/#:~:text=Insulate%20Window%20Exteriors,form%20around%20the%2
0window%20frame.

https://www.bobvila.com/slideshow/drafty-windows-solutions-for-every-
budget-48200

https://www.conferenceboard.ca/hcp/provincial/environment/waste.aspx?
AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1

https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/weatherize/air-sealing-your-
home/weatherstripping

https://www.gearsmag.com/best-window-insulation-kit/

https://www.iea.org/reports/covid-19-impact-on-electricity

https://www.kleenheat.com.au/blog/gas-safety-and-tips/10-top-tips-save-
energy-kitchen

https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/ontario-energy-board-sets-new-
electricity-prices-for-households-and-small-businesses-887384746.html

https://www.tefalme.com/en/how_to_save_energy%20_and_effort_when_ir
oning

https://www.thespruce.com/reasons-to-line-dry-laundry-2145997

https://www.thespruce.com/reduce-your-home-energy-cost-1824739

https://www.thespruce.com/save-energy-in-the-laundry-room-2145980

https://www.thespruce.com/set-your-thermostat-for-maximum-energy-
savings-2941138

https://www.thespruce.com/wash-with-the-right-water-temperature-2146348

https://www.tmhardware.com/what-is-a-door-gasket.html

U S E F U L  R E S O U R C E  L I N K S


